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Thus when a B. P. R. d is m a t e d with a C. I. G. 9, all the offspring of both sexes are barred; in the converse cross all the males are barred a n d all the females black.
This result is precisely analogous to t h a t obtained by the writer with the moth dbraxas gros.,'~£Triata and its variety £~cticolor, and tile subsequent rantings with the crossed offspring, described in the paper in 'Science', are again exactly comparable, when the barred character alone is taken into account. Space does not permit of a detrailed account of these later results, which include every possible kind of mating; it must suffice to say that they are completely explicable on the hypothesis that the barred character is dominant, that B. P. R. males are homozygous both for barring and for absence of the character which determines femaleness; while B. P. R. females are heterozygous both for barring and for the female determinant, and further that the barring 'factor' and the female determinant cannot coexist in the same germ cell. The writers express these facts by the following formulae. Let B = barring, b its absence; F = the female determinant, f its absence; then B. P. R. c~ = BfBf, producing gametes Bf, Bf. B.P.R 9 ~ BfbF ..... Bf, bF. C.I.G. c~= bfbf ..... bf, bf. C.I.G. 9 = bfbF ..... bf, bF.
C. I. G. 9 x B. P.R. c~ will then give bfBf (= barred males), and bF. Bf (= barred females), but B. P.R. 9 x C. I.G. ~5 will give Bfbf (= barred males) and bFbf (= non-barred females). With respect to the later crosses, in which large numbers of chicks were reared from every possible mating, the results were in accord with this hypothesis ill every case, but not all the non-barred birds were black as in the first cross. The details of other colours are not yet given. In the first cross the barring of the cross-breds was not quite identical with that of the parents, but evidence is given that it is not intermediate in the true sense, but is due to the superposition of another factor derived from the Indian Game. In the F2 generation birds barred like the pure B.P.R. reappeared.
In their paper in the Report of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, the authors give details of a number of other characters in the same crosses. Among these reference must be made to two which appear to be sex-limited--shank colour and egg-production. Although both the parent breeds are yellow-shanked, tile black females from the cross B. P. R. 9 x C.I.G. c; have black shanks; in the barred males from this cross, and in the barred offspring of both sexes in the converse cross, ~he shank is yellow. An account of the behaviour of this character in tile next generation is to be awaited with interest, for there is apparently some relation between the barred pattern and the yellow shank which requires elucidation. The inheri(ance of egg.production also ap[:ears like sex-limited. Of the pure breeds B. P. R. hens are good layers, C. I. G. poor; when crossed tile barred hens from the mating C. I.G. 9 x B P.R. "3 are good layers like the paternal breed, while the black hens from tile converse cross are poor layers. This suggests that the egg production is correlated with the barred plumage, and is similarly transmitted in inheritance.
For an account of other characters, for example mortality of eggs and chickens, and the relations of pea and single combs, the reader is referred to the original paper.
Prof. T. H. Morgan's work with the fly Dms<~/dl,~ provides a case of sex-limited inheritance exactly the converse of that just de:~cribed. Hitherto almost the only case known of an animal organism in which a character is transmitted from a heterozygous male only to his female offspring, is in Man, where coiour-blind ness and other eye-diseases, and also /z<~e~to-2~///,~, appear to behave thus. Now .Morgan has discovered and worked Sammelreferat.
I9r
out completely a very perfect case in Dros~il, t. In this fly both sexes normally have red eyes. A white-eyed male appeared in his stock, which, mated with a re !-eyed female, gave offspring of both sexes red-eyed. (Three exceptional white-eyed males appeared among 1237 red-eyed offspring.) The red-eyed heterozygotes mated with each other gave red-eyed females (2459), red-eyed males (iOli), and white-eyed males (782). Heterozygous red-eyed female x white-eyed male gave red and white eyes ill both sexes; the whiteeyed females so produced paired with white-eyed males gave only white eyes in both sexes, confirming the conclusion that the white eye is recessive to red; and finally the white-eyed females mated with either crossed or pure-bred red-eyed males gave all females red-eyed, all males white-eyed.
In the second paper Morgan shows that a short-winged form which appeared, like the white eye, first in a male, behaves quite similarly in inheritance to the white eye.
In the Fowls studied by Pearl and Surface (and also by Goodale and Spillmann, to whom they make reference), it appeared that the female of the breed bearing tile dominant character is permanently heterozygous in respect of the 'factor' for barring and also in respect of that for femaleness. In Drosop/z/la precisely similar evidence shows that the male is heterozygous for the dominant characters red eye and long wing, and also for the 'factor' which determines maleness, for the dominant character is transmitted from the male only to his female offspring. Morgan makes the following suggestion to account for these facts. He supposes that in both cases all gametes bear a factor for maleness m, that femaleness is produced by the superposition upon this of a factor F, but that two different conditions occur in differen cases. In cases like the Barred Fowl and Abraxas, where the female is heterozygous for the dominant character and for sex, the female has the constitution Ffmm, producing eggs Fm and fm (f representing absence of F); the male in this case has the constitution gmm producing spermatozoa Ira. In D~(~so2/zil,~ on the other hand the temale has the constilution FFmm, producing eggs Fro; the male Ffmm producing spermatozoa Fro, Ira. The dominant red-eyed character is intimately associated with F, so that the Fm spermatozoa which determine female offspring bear the red-eyed 'factor' the fm spermatozoa the white eye. There are thus two chief differences between the two cases, Firstly, in the Fowls etc. one F is present in the female zygote, so causing the existence of two kinds of eggs, Fm and fro, and F is altogether absent in the male; while in Dr~soph//~ the female is homozygous for F, producing only Fm eggs, and the male is heterozygous for F, so producing two kinds of spermatozoa, Pm and Ira. Secondly, in the first case the factor F must be supposed to repel the dominant somatic character (barring etc)in gametogenesis, while in the second it is coupled wi~h it. Morgan appears to reject the idea of repulsion, but it seems necessary to assume it in the first case, unless one can imagine a present (dominant) character to be coupled with the absence of a character, e. g. Âhe factor for barring to be coupled with [ in the above scheme. Morgan's general scheme receives some support from the fact that ill Drosophila (Stevens) and in Man (Guyer) the male is heterozygous in respect of the 'sex-chromosomes', while the female is homozygous, whereas in /lbraa'as and other Zc2/dc~/cr~ (Stevens, Cook, Doncaster) no such heterozygous condition of the male has been found. But according to Guyer the Fowl has sex-chromosomes of the same type as those in Z)~vs~,2/~i/~r and Man, a fact which is opposed to Morgan's interpretation, unless diffeJent breeds of fowls differ in this
